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401K GPS™ is a powerful, easy-to-use,  
online platform that delivers the 401(k) knowledge  
and insights your participants need. 

Are your employees taking full advantage of the retirement tools  
you currently offer?  Do you want to ensure they are confident in  
their retirement planning?  401K GPS™ can help.

Positively impact
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Third-party advisors
provide personalized
investment advice
that will make
a difference.
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As an employer, a well-designed and effectively managed retirement plan is one of 
the most important benefits you provide to your employees. In fact, 401(k) or other  
 defined contribution plans are one of the lowest-cost and highest-value benefits an 

employer can offer and could be a big reason why employees stay with you long-term.

As the plan sponsor, you must ensure that your plan is solid, simple and structured to encourage ongoing 

employee participation and deferrals. However, many plan participants don‘t have the proper knowledge or 

experience to manage their 401(k), and typically spend very little time doing any retirement planning. 

Giving your plan participants cost-effective tools and resources to better manage their 401(k) is a responsible, 

value-added benefit that helps them gain retirement peace-of-mind.

401K GPS™ is an innovative and collaborative tool for  
participants to take control over their retirement readiness.

that’s where 401K GPS™ comes in.  
We deliver personalized 401(k) fund 

analysis and recommendations 

to match your employee’s unique 

retirement profile. In collaboration 

with your plan’s fiduciary investment 

advisor, 401K GPS™ can guide 

your participants with individual 

allocation recommendations on our 

secure web-based Dashboard, or 

through tactically-managed allocation 

portfolios built right into your plan 

for your employees to choose. Either 

way, you can be confident knowing 

that 401K GPS™ was developed by 

an experienced team of financial 

advisors and investment analysts and 

has been successfully utilized for over 

a decade.



Here’s How 401K GPS™ Works:
Fund Selection: Our investment team first performs a 
fundamental screen on the specific fund options within  
your retirement plan.  Our status as an independent  
registered investment advisor (RIA) allows us to take  
an objective look at the funds offered and provide a  
recommendation for each asset class where a fund is  
available.  We analyze funds over full market cycles,  
considering historical returns, among other factors,  
such as:

	 •	 Expense	Ratios
	 •	 Downside	Capture	Measures
	 •	 Volatility	of	Returns
	 •	 Management	Process	and	Tenure

This process is repeated across 24 asset categories  
to determine the actual funds selected.

Asset Allocations: The 401K GPS™ team uses both  
market segment trend analysis and relative strength  
(momentum) research to determine favorable or  
unfavorable investment environments, and identify the  
best performing segments for diversified investment. 

initial Recommendations:  For the first set of individual 
recommendations the 401K GPS™ investment team  
incorporates a participant’s risk tolerance and years  
to retirement, the available plan fund options, and an  
assessment of the overall market conditions  
(favorable/unfavorable).

When developing managed portfolios, we leverage our 
Protactical™ investment process to independently and  
objectively create fund portfolios that reflect our downside 
protection philosophy and offer participants a dynamic,  
tactical asset allocation option alternative to Target Date  
or Lifestyle funds.

Ongoing Quarterly Updates and emergency Alerts:   
After the initial recommendations or managed portfolios 
are established, 401K GPS™ provides quarterly updates to 
keep participants’ retirement savings accounts in line with 
current market trends.

Our Protactical™ process is designed to participate  
in market upswings while protecting a participant’s  
assets during large market declines.  We also provide 
recommendations for future payroll contributions so  
the participant can take full advantage of dollar cost  
averaging (DCA) into their account holdings. 

Most importantly, we provide intra-quarter alerts when  
market conditions warrant tactical model adjustments. 
These alerts are based on significant economic shifts and 
market trend signals, which enable employers (and their 
advisors) to touch base with their participants and ensure 
they are making any necessary plan adjustments. 

401K GPS™ will help ease the burden on HR personnel, cut 
costs and provide timely, expert recommendations and 
alerts to your employees. Discover just how valuable 
401K GPS™ can be for you and your plan participants.
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and Relative Strength Research
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Years to Retirement

the 401K GPS™ investment team takes a multi-step approach to develop  
and maintain both individual asset allocation recommendations and managed 
portfolio strategies. Our proprietary Protactical™ investment approach is 
designed to keep participants fully informed and on-track for their retirement, 
whether they do it themselves or elect one of our managed portfolios.

401K GPS™ is an innovative and collaborative tool for  
participants to take control over their retirement readiness.



employers particularly face  
important challenges today: 

 Increased investment in comprehensive  
 participant-level retirement planning tools,  
 technology and resources 

 Working with ERISA advisors and other  
 third-party providers to assist with  
 participant education, advice, plan  
 design and administration

 Meeting fiduciary standards, ensuring  
 good plan design and achieving  
 positive outcomes for participants

For participants, positive retirement outcomes 
depend on use of employer-provided resources:

 Most people “set and forget” their retirement investments  
 (87% NEVER change their retirement portfolios)1

 Over 80% of participants in one study wanted  
 professional retirement investment management from  
 their employer2

 Younger workers in particular consider “coaching and  
 guidance” would motivate them to participate more  
 fully in their retirement plan3

1  “How America Saves,” Vanguard, 2012 
2  “Bridging the Gap Between 401(k) Sponsors and Participants”, Charles Schwab, 2012 
3  “Younger Workers and Retirement”, Prudential, 2012

Here’s how 401K GPS™ can help you and your participants:

 On an individual level, 401K GPS™ can  
 provide low-cost professional advice  
 directly to participants, increasing  
 their confidence, participation and  
 contributions to the plan. 

 Through a managed portfolio approach,  
 401K GPS™ offers participants simple,  
 differentiated investment options beyond  
 the  alternatives within their existing  
 retirement plan.

 By helping employees engage in their  
 401(k) decisions, 401K GPS™ can mitigate  
 corporate fiduciary liability and generate  
 employee goodwill. 

401K GPS™ offers participants new and innovative solutions to help them manage their  
retirement accounts, take control of their financial well-being, protect their hard-earned wealth  
and feel more secure about their retirement – it really is Retirement Planning made easy™.    

Enhanced
  Retirement
    Readiness

Relatively few participants
have the desire or skills
to manage their own
workplace 401(k)
savings plan.*

Source: * Koshi Research

48% 52%

55% 45%

Don’t Have Proper
Knowledge or Experience

to Manage 401(k)

Manage 401(k)
Less Than 4 Hours

Per Year

The Impact of 
“Retirement Readiness” 
Multiple industry studies point to the value of individual retirement  
planning tools from the employer and participant perspective. 



63%

 Majority of
    Millennials:

• 63% find their 
    retirement plans 
      are too complicated.

       •  63% participate in
            employer-sponsored
              retirement plans.

* Younger Workers and Retirement
     study, Prudential, 2012

63%

Guidance & Technology Designed to 
Meet the Needs of Today’s Workforce

For many GenX and GenY investors, aka the “Millennials”, growing their  
retirement savings is a high financial priority even early in their careers.   
Do	you	have	a	solution	they	will	adopt?

For many Gen X and GenY workers, building wealth during their 20’s and  
30’s is a big deal. They work hard and know technology, but don’t have  
much time to think about their retirement yet. With 401K GPS™, you can 
now provide effective tools and resources for those GenX/Yers to focus  
on their 401(k) today.

Bottom line, 401K GPS™ helps employers provide easy, personalized  
investment guidance for their valued Gen X and Gen Y employees,  
encouraging plan participation and contributions.
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57%   of Boomers want 
  an easier way to choose 401(k) 
    invetments.*

61%  of Boomers 
   want more personalized 
     401(k) investment advice.*

* Charles Schwab 401(k)
   Participant Survey, August 2013

57%

61%

 Boomers 
    Need Help

Are You Prepared to Address the 
“BOOMER” Challenge?

As the Baby Boomer generation continues to age, plan sponsors are  
preparing for the anticipated increase in workforce retirements by 
offering features to help employees with their investment selections.   
Do	you	have	a	plan	that	addresses	these	needs?

401K GPS™ provides plan sponsors with a seamless method to directly  
engage Boomer participants more fully in their 401(k) decisions – increasing  
company plan participation, fund diversification and deferrals.

Bottom line, 401K GPS™ gives employers the professional, timely and  
advisor-driven retirement investment tools that Boomers are asking for.
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Fiduciary Obligations
As a fiduciary to our employer clients, our firm has a duty to place its plan participants interests first and foremost 
and to make full and fair disclosure of any potential and/or actual conflicts of interests. As subadviser to the ERISA 
3(21) and/or 3(38) plan adviser, 401K GPS™ recognizes that both the plan sponsor and its participants that receive 
our recommendations are clients of our firm. As such, we seek to provide our Form ADV Disclosure Brochure to  
the plan sponsor and any participants that request it. 

Also, as a fiduciary, 401K GPS™ must seek to obtain important, relevant and current financial information  
concerning each client, and to provide suitable recommendations based on this information. To fulfill this  
obligation, 401K GPS™ generally will utilize our web-based platform to gather this information, or utilize previously 
obtained participant information from the plan sponsor. The platform is designed such that the client cannot  
proceed without providing information sufficient to permit us to formulate suitable recommendations.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q. What types of plans does 401K GPS™ handle?
A.   The 401K GPS™ platform works for any retirement plan that offers an underlying set of investment options, like 401(k),  
 403(b), 457, SIMPLE and SEP IRAs, defined benefit, or deferred compensation plans.  

Q. Does 401K GPS™ reduce my fiduciary liability and exposure?
A.   The decision to select an advice provider, whether part of a bundled plan or as a standalone contractor, is a fiduciary  
 action by the employer. Because 401K GPS™ provides non-discretionary investment advice to participants it shares  
 fiduciary responsibility with respect to suitable recommended investment allocations for participants.   

Q.   Does 401K GPS™ make the trades for my employees?
A.   No. 401K GPS™ does not take custody of participant’s assets or have the ability to access participant’s retirement  
 accounts. Participants are never obligated to implement any recommendations they receive from 401K GPS™, and  
 are responsible for implementing any recommendations at their discretion.  

Q.   How does 401K GPS™ work with the funds in my plan? 
A.   401K GPS™ utilizes a proactive and tactical investment approach to mitigate loss of principal and volatility while also  
 taking advantage of market upswings. Each fund within a plan is analyzed based on 15 criteria (standard deviation,  
 beta, alpha, manager tenure, etc…). The 401K GPS™ platform then runs the selected funds through our proprietary  
 algorithms and risk models to construct portfolio recommendations for each participant or managed portfolio.  

Q.   How frequently do you provide recommendation updates?  
A.   For our individual recommendation service, every participant receives an initial 401(k) plan analysis and allocation.  
 Updates with new fund reallocation recommendations are provided each quarter and are accessible through a secure  
 website “dashboard”. Additionally, intra-quarter alerts may be issued when market conditions demand immediate  
 fund allocation adjustments. For our managed portfolios, allocation recommendations are generated each quarter and  
 implemented per the employer plan service agreement. 

Q. Does 401K GPS™ work with record keepers, tPAs or independent advisors? 
A.   As an SEC-registered investment advisor, 401K GPS™ provides allocation recommendations to participants directly  
 or through the fiduciary plan administrator, according to our service agreement. At the plan sponsor’s direction, we  
 can work with or without an independent investment advisor (ERISA or non-ERISA) to deliver our allocation models  
 to the plan record keeper for discretionary implementation on behalf of participants. Please contact us to discuss  
 how 401K GPS™ can be an integrated and value-added element of your retirement plan.   



401K GPS, LLC. (“401K GPS”) is a federally registered investment advisor with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Please contact 401K 
GPS at info@401KGPS.com to receive a copy of its disclosure document outlining its fees and expenses. 401K GPS does not guarantee future results. 

© 401K GPS, LLC. All rights reserved.

135 W. North Street, Suite 1

Brighton, MI 48116

855.225.4986  •  Fax: 810.588.4997

www.401KGPS.com
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Fortunatus Investments claims compliance 

with the Global Investment Performance 

Standards (GIPS®). To obtain a copy of a 

compliant presentation and/or a list of the firm’s 

composite descriptions, please contact us at 

info@fortunatusinv.com or visit our website at 

fortunatusinv.com.

GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. 

CFA Institute has not been involved in the 

preparation or review of this report/advertisement.

Employee Retirement Plan Options 
made Easy with 401K GPS™.

 Typically, individual 401(k) participants  
 are at the mercy of their employer to find  
 401(k) answers… Our partnership with 
401K GPS allows us to give clarity an individual 
needs in order to be confident with their invest-
ment choices inside their 401(k).
 
Hiram “Chip” Hutchison
HUTCHISON GROUP, INC.
1420 Ebenezer Rd, Suite 106
Rock Hill, SC 29732
www.hutchisongroup.com
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